
Rotating  touchscreen  head
units

Rotating  screen  is  used  heavily  on  laptops,  DVD  players,
phones, etc. But it is also used on head unit now. The main
advantage of the rotating screen is its adjustable viewing
angle design. It makes the screen can be freely rotated to
effectively  to  avoid  screen  glare  and  makes  this  cost-
effective  car  stereo  more  splendid  by  offering  clearer,
consistent images from all viewing angles in stable response
time  and  without  bringing  lighten  or  tailing  when  being
touched. Pumpkin has released two kinds of rotating screen
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head units, one is 1 din head unit, another is 2 din.

Pumpkin AA0441S 1 Din Android 9.0 Universal 10.1″ Head Unit
with UHD IPS Rotating Touchscreen

Features:

Split-screen and picture-in-picture
Built-in WIFI modem
Online and off-line navigation
RDS digital radio
Steering Wheel Control
Android Auto/ Apple CarPlay( Extra device required)
Backup camera( Extra device required)
OBD2( Extra device required)
DAB+( Extra device required)
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Pumpkin AA0472B 2 Din 10.1″ Octa-Core Android 9.0 Infotainment
System with Rotating Screen

Features:

RDS/RBDS Radio
Navigation
Bluetooth hands-free call
Subwoofer output
WIFI-ready
MirroriLink
Steering wheel control
Android Auto (Extra device required)
DAB+ (Extra device required)
OBD2 (Extra device required)
Cam-In/Rear camera (Extra device required)
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Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
AA0341B  Android  9.0  Single
DIN Flip out Car Stereo
I am really pleased with the radio, it can do so much and so
well and so quickly, great product, I really have to praise
it. Another thing about the radio, the installation on my car
Seat Arosa H6 1998 was very easy, and so far everything works
perfectly.

Here are some of the features of this car radio.
1.  Flip-out  screen:  that  looks  pretty  cool,  you  can  also
retract the monitor and continue playing the music.

2. USB/SD: it supports both the micro SD card and USB.

3. Menu: there are buttons on the panel, with the buttons, you
can go to the main menu and control the volume.

4. Multi-color button: when turning on my car key, the buttons
light up and they can be changed color.

5.  Audio  setting:  you  can  use  the  slider  to  change  the
position of the box and other settings such as volume, EQ-3,
bass, balance, VIP.

6. Radio: unfortunately we are now in the garage so it can not
find anything here.

7. Video function: you can watch music videos, movies, and
YouTube videos.

8. Bluetooth: after you paired your mobile phone to the radio,
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you can make a phone call and listen to music.

9. Navigation: I will show it works in the later video.

10. In the menu, you can see and set the WiFi/ Internet, auto
settings,  apps  &  notifications,  storage,  RAM,  users  and
accounts, Google account and system, etc.

11. You can end all the apps once like mobile phones close
everything.

12.  We  all  know  that  watching  movies  while  driving  is
forbidden, but it can fade in up and then the movie will run
up there but the whole menu will have it. It’s pretty awesome.

How to Fix a Car Radio That
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Won't Turn Off
There are some causes which will lead to a automotive radio
not closing down once you expect it to, and every one applies
to a fairly specific state of affairs. the foremost common
reason for this drawback is Associate in Nursing improperly
wired head unit, thus if you have got Associate in Nursing
aftermarket radio, that may be your issue.

Other than that, you’ll have a controversy together with your
electrical switch or another element, and there are some cars
that are designed to permit the radio to remain on for a given
quantity of your time, typically regarding 10 minutes, unless
a door is opened 1st.

Some of the foremost common fixes for a automotive radio that
will not shut down include:

1, Improper head unit wiring

If the most power wire for the pinnacle unit is connected to
an influence supply that’s perpetually hot, the radio will not
ever shut down.

Fix: wire the radio to receive power from a supply that’s
solely hot once the ignition is within the accent or run
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position.

2, Ignition switch drawback

If  there’s  a  controversy  with  the  electrical  switch  or
cylinder, accent power is also out there even once the key’s
removed.

Fix: check to determine if accent power is obtainable once the
key’s within the off position. realine the cylinder or replace
the electrical switch as required.

3, Worn out key or ignition cylinder

If your key or ignition cylinder are particularly worn, you
will be ready to take away the key once the switch remains
within the accent or on position.

Fix: ensure that the electrical switch is truly within the off
position within the short term, and replace the cylinder once
you will.

 

4, Radio designed to remain on for a collection quantity of
your time

Some automotive radios are on a timer, in order that they are
designed to not shut off straight off.

Fix: check if the radio has turned off some minutes once the
doors are shut and fastened. If it still hasn’t turned off,
check if the dome lights shut down once the doors are shut.
this sort of drawback could require aid from an expert.



How an Ignition switch Prevents a Radio From Turning Off

In  some  cases,  a  foul  switch  or  switch  cylinder  may
additionally  forestall  a  radio  from  turning  off.  the
difficulty here is that, beneath traditional circumstances,
accessories like your automobile radio solely receive power
once the switch is within the accent, run, or begin position.
If accessories are high-powered up once the switch is within
the off position, your radio will not shut down.

The specific procedure for designation this sort of drawback
are completely different looking on the create, model and year
of your vehicle, and you’ll most likely should research a
schematic drawing. In basic terms, once the switch is within
the off position, the ignition accent wire shouldn’t have
power. If there’s an adjunct relay within the circuit, it
shouldn’t  be  activated  with  the  switch  within  the  off
position.
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If  you  are  finding  that  accessories  have  power  once  they
should not, the matter may be within the switch or the relay.
the  matter  may  even  be  within  the  mechanical  ignition
cylinder,  that  may  be  wiped  out  or  misaligned.

 

 Radio Shut-Off Delay problems

Some cars include a feature that permits the radio to remain
on once the keys are far from the ignition. This feature
sometimes shuts the radio off once concerning 10 minutes or if
a door is shut, though that isn’t a universal rule.

If you drive a automotive that was in-built the last ten or
fifteen years, you’re experiencing this downside, and you’ve
got an aftermarket head unit, you’ll wish to begin by checking
your owner’s manual to determine if your vehicle will have
this feature.

If you are doing have an issue that’s associated with a radio
shut off delay feature, then each the designation and fix are
likely to be outside the realm of a straightforward DIY job.
If you notice that gap and shutting your doors don’t activate
your dome light-weight, then you’ll be handling a faulty door
switch, that is usually pretty straightforward to interchange.

In different cases, you’ll have an issue with a relay or
different part. you’ll be able to try and take a look at or
replace your accent relay, for example, however betting on
your vehicle and what downside you’re truly handling, that
will or might not fix the matter.
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